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Linknot: Knot Theory by Computer (Series on Knots and Everything)World Scientific Publishing, 2007
LinKnot Knot Theory by Computer provides a unique view of selected topics in knot theory suitable for students, research mathematicians, and readers with backgrounds in other exact sciences, including chemistry, molecular biology and physics.     The book covers basic notions in knot theory, as well as new methods for handling open problems such as...

		

The New Shop Class: Getting Started with 3D Printing, Arduino, and Wearable TechApress, 2015

	The New Shop Class connects the worlds of the maker and hacker with that of the scientist and engineer. If you are a parent or educator or a budding maker yourself, and you feel overwhelmed with all of the possible technologies, this book will get you started with clear discussions of what open source technologies like 3D printers,...


		

CCIE Routing and Switching Practice LabsCisco Press, 2004
Six comprehensive CCIE routing and switching labs to hone  configuration and troubleshooting skills

Prepare for the CCIE lab exams and hone your configuration and  troubleshooting skills with six complete practice scenarios that cover:

	
    Frame Relay...








		

CCIE Security Practice Labs (CCIE Self-Study)Cisco Press, 2004
The explosive growth of the Internet economy over the past  several years and new IP-based enterprise applications has heightened  requirements for continuous availability of mission-critical data. Today's  network administrators and managers are under big pressure to satisfy  ever-increasing demands from customers, suppliers,...


		

Photoshop for Right-Brainers: The Art of Photo ManipulationSybex, 2004
Attention Right-Brainers! 
      
      You're an artistic visionary,      right? In your head you imagine clever image fixes, fanciful photo manipulations,      and artworks of startling genius. But when it comes to bringing these visions to      life on your computer -- well, that’s the hard part. If this sounds...

		

Gitolite EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage powerful branch and user access control with Git for your own private collaborative repositories


	Overview

	
		Learn to manage the many repositories and the users accessing these repositories in the Git server
	
		Walks you through the most important ideas and concepts in Gitolite supported...







		

Queueing Networks and Markov Chains: Modeling and Performance Evaluation with Computer Science ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Critically acclaimed text for computer performance analysis—now in its second edition
    

    The Second Edition of this now-classic text provides a current and thorough treatment of queueing systems, queueing networks, continuous and discrete-time Markov chains, and simulation. Thoroughly updated with...


		

Action to Language via the Mirror Neuron SystemCambridge University Press, 2006

	Mirror neurons may hold the brain's key to social interaction - each coding not only a particular action or emotion but also the recognition of that action or emotion in others. The Mirror System Hypothesis adds an evolutionary arrow to the story - from the mirror system for hand actions, shared with monkeys and chimpanzees, to the...


		

The Introverted Presenter: Ten Steps for Preparing and Delivering Successful PresentationsApress, 2015

	The introvert is a personality type that draws energy from the outside inward. According to standard personality testing assessments, most people are introverts and no group is more introverted than technical professionals. Introverts are congenitally programmed to recoil from the prospect of public speaking with fear and loathing, yet making...






		

SWT: A Developer's Notebook (Developer's Notebook)O'Reilly, 2004
In typical Developer's Notebook style, you'll learn how to take SWT out for a spin, make it work for you,and turn it upside down, all without wasted words or space. Each lab in this notebook details a specific task; you can read from the first page to the last, look up just what you need to know, and even squeeze...

		

Five-Minute Activities for Business English (Cambridge Handbooks for Language Teachers)Cambridge University Press, 2005

	This comprehensive resource book contains an easy-to-use set of short activities essential for anyone teaching Business English. Reflecting real-life business activities such as emails, noisy telephone conversations, making excuses, negotiating, handling customer complaints and cultural awareness, Five-Minute Activities for Business English...


		

Process/Industrial Instruments and Controls Handbook, 5th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 1999
The latest methods for increasing process efficiency, production rate, and quality.  Award-winning editor Greg McMillan has loaded Process/Industrial Instruments and Controls Handbook, Fifth Edition, with advice from top technical experts to help you tackle process instrument and control assignments confidently and solve problems efficiently. This...
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